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We present a formulation of molecular response theory for the description of a quantum mechanical
molecular system in the presence of a weak, monochromatic, linearly polarized electromagnetic field
without introducing truncated multipolar expansions. The presentation focuses on a description of
linear absorption by adopting the energy-loss approach in combination with the complex polariza-
tion propagator formulation of response theory. Going beyond the electric-dipole approximation is
essential whenever studying electric-dipole-forbidden transitions, and in general, non-dipolar effects
become increasingly important when addressing spectroscopies involving higher-energy photons.
These two aspects are examined by our study of the near K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
of the alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra) as well as the trans-polyenes. In following
the series of alkaline earth metals, the sizes of non-dipolar effects are probed with respect to
increasing photon energies and a detailed assessment of results is made in terms of studying the
pertinent transition electron densities and in particular their spatial extension in comparison with
the photon wavelength. Along the series of trans-polyenes, the sizes of non-dipolar effects are
probed for X-ray spectroscopies on organic molecules with respect to the spatial extension of the
chromophore. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922697]
I. INTRODUCTION
A large variety of spectroscopies has been developed over
the years with the purpose to perform basic characterization
and reach increased understanding of molecules and molecular
materials in technical applications as well as biochemical
contexts.1 The basic principle for all spectroscopies is that
they are concerned with the interactions between external
electromagnetic fields (or sometimes internal nuclear mag-
netic moments) and molecular charges. In many cases, the
fields can be considered as weak with respect to the atomic
fields and classical, such that the molecular charges represent a
quantum mechanical system that is perturbed by the fields.2–4
Theory then meets and can be compared to experiment by the
definition of linear and nonlinear coupling constants between
the external fields and experimental observables and these
coupling constants are known as response functions.5 It is
clear that, while a great deal of information can be extracted
from experimental spectra alone, the revelation of the detailed
relationships between observed properties and molecular
structures requires also the aid of first principles calculations.
To calculate the values of the response functions, it
becomes necessary to introduce the given external electro-
a)Electronic mail: nhl@sdu.dk
b)Electronic mail: panor@ifm.liu.se
magnetic fields into the description of the quantum mechanical
molecular system. This is readily achieved by means of a well
known procedure referred to as the rule of minimal coupling,6,7
which introduces the auxiliary scalar and vector potentials as
representations of the physical fields. This recipe is rarely ever
carried out in a straightforward manner, since it, for several
reasons, is highly beneficial to introduce Taylor expansions of
the scalar and vector potentials about a reference point chosen
to reside inside the molecular volume. Thereafter, the usual
approach is to take into account spatial variations in the scalar
and vector potentials to a given order in this multipole moment
expansion. As simple as this strategy appears to be, a trun-
cated expansion may introduce an unphysical and nontrivial
dependence of molecular response properties on the choice of
gauge origin,3,8,9 and it was only recently demonstrated that
origin-independent results for spectral absorption intensities
can be retrieved to arbitrary order in the propagation vector
by retaining all contributing terms to the oscillator strength to
the same order.10 In the vast majority of theoretical work,
light–matter interactions are described within the electric-
dipole (ED) approximation. In the ED approximation, the
wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation is assumed to
be much larger than the spatial extension of the electronic
transitions under consideration. Accordingly, the expanded
form of the spatial part of the radiation field, eik·r = 1 + ik · r
− 12 (k · r)2 + . . . , can be truncated at the zeroth-order term
0021-9606/2015/142(24)/244111/16/$30.00 142, 244111-1 ©2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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(unity) in k, where k is the wavevector with norm k = |k| = ω
c
= 2π
λ
, ω is the angular frequency, λ the wavelength of the
field, c the speed of light in vacuum, and r a spatial coordinate
vector.11 With the exception of transitions that for symmetry
reasons are formally electric-dipole forbidden, such as n → π∗
transitions in the C2v point group, the ED approximation will
be highly accurate in the low-energy spectral region, and
it should be noted that the issue of origin-dependence does
not occur in the ED approximation due to the orthogonality
between ground and excited states.
At high photon energies, where kr exceeds unity, the
spatial variations in the electromagnetic field across the
molecule will become important and any finite-order multi-
polar expansion will eventually become questionable as the
wavelength grows shorter. It is therefore natural to examine
the validity of the multipolar expansions in the case of X-
ray spectroscopies. Non-dipolar effects have been studied
extensively in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, where they
are primarily manifested as deviations from dipolar angular
distributions of photoelectrons, and due to its sensitivity
to interferences among different photoemission channels,
deviations in angle-resolved photoemission may be observed
even at low photon energies (see, e.g., Refs. 12–15 and
references therein). In the present work, we will consider
non-dipolar effects in X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
and pay particular attention to near-edge X-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy.16 In NEXAFS, the
local electronic and geometric environment at a given atomic
center is probed by electronic excitations from core levels to
final electronic states given in terms of the unoccupied and
delocalized valence states, or the continuum. The information
content of XAS relies on changes in the positions, intensities,
and line widths of the resonances. For instance, the pre-K-edge
intensity for a transition metal-ligand complex may provide
insight into the covalency of the metal–ligand bond,17–19
whereas spectral features in the metal K- and L-edge regions
can be used to discriminate oxidation states and identify
the coordination number of the metal atom.20–27 NEXAFS
was designed for the study of the orientation of molecules
chemisorbed to surfaces and has in this context been used in
numerous applications.28–31 XAS can also be used to study
the local atomic structure and displacement of the absorbing
center in crystals32,33 and in liquid phases to, for example,
detect the local hydration environment of a solute.34,35
In the present work, we conduct a critical assessment
of the ED approximation in response theory calculations of
linear absorption cross sections by developing the theory
and implementing the code required to describe a molecular
system subjected to a weak, linearly polarized electromagnetic
plane wave. Since our work will not introduce any truncations
whatsoever, the presented results are by construction gauge-
origin independent, and, in the language of multipolar expan-
sions, the presented absorption spectra include contributions
to infinite order. We will base our derivation of a response
theory description of linear absorption on the energy-loss
approach, which makes it directly linked to the formulation
of resonance-convergent complex molecular properties.36 In
the ED approximation, we recall that the linear absorption
cross section is proportional to the imaginary part of the
electric-dipole polarizability, a property which we have earlier
addressed by means of the development of the complex
polarization propagator (CPP) approach.37–39 In Sec. II, we
will present the response functions pertinent to absorption,
and in Sec. III, we detail the computationally tractable
expression for the linear absorption cross section beyond
the electric-dipole (BED) approximation in the framework of
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT).
In Sec. V, we present numerical assessments of the impor-
tance of going beyond the ED approximation in absorption
spectroscopic calculations. In a first example, we study the
near K-edge X-ray absorption of the alkaline earth metals (Mg,
Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra), which, due to the atomic symmetry, strictly
separate out the electric-dipole-allowed 1s → np transitions
from all the others, and by going down the second group in the
periodic table, we follow the progression of errors associated
with the ED approximation as one turns from soft to hard
X-ray fields. We would like to stress that we in the present
work restrict attention to a non-relativistic framework which
is clearly not reliable for the heavier alkaline earth metals. On
the other hand, the present study is more concerned with proof
of concept than quantitative accuracy. In a second example,
we study the validity of the ED approximation in applications
concerned with K-edge spectra of extended organic molecules.
For this purpose, the series of trans-polyenes has been chosen,
which allows us to consider molecular systems with spatial
dimensions exceeding the 1s → π∗ transition wavelength.
II. THEORY
A. The Hamiltonian
In the presence of a time-dependent external clas-
sical electromagnetic field, a molecular system within the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation can be described by the
minimal-coupling form of the non-relativistic electronic
Hamiltonian.40,41 In first-quantization, it reads as
Hˆ =
N
i=1
( 1
2me
[pˆi + eA(ri, t)]2 − eφ(ri, t) + emeB(ri, t) · sˆi
)
+V (r1, . . . ,rN), (1)
where the linear momentum operator is given by pˆi = −i~∇i,
−e and me are the charge and mass of an electron, respectively,
and N the total number of electrons. The second last term
represents the spin Zeeman interaction, while the last term
covers the nuclear–electron attraction and electron–electron
repulsion operators. In the absence of sources, the electric
and magnetic fields are purely transversal. Hence, within
the Coulomb gauge, where the vector potential is chosen
divergence free (∇ · A = 0)40 such that A is also purely
transversal, the scalar potential is constant and imposed to
vanish, φ(r, t) = 0. For a monochromatic, linearly polarized
electromagnetic wave, the vector potential becomes
A(r, t) =

±ω
Aωe−iωt; A±ω = ± E0
2iω
e±ik·rϵ , (2)
where E0 is the real amplitude of the corresponding electric
field [see Eq. (3)] and k is the wavevector specifying the
propagation direction of the light beam. Finally, ϵ is the
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unit vector in the direction of the polarization, which is
perpendicular to the propagation direction (i.e., ϵ · k = 0).
Note that the Fourier component Aω satisfies A−ω = [Aω]†,
which ensures the Hermiticity of the field–matter interaction
operators. In the Coulomb gauge, the physical electric and
magnetic fields are given by
E(r, t) = −∂tA(r, t) =

±ω
Eωe−iωt; Eω = iωAω, (3)
B(r, t) = ∇ × A(r, t) =

±ω
Bωe−iωt; Bω = i(k × Aω). (4)
The intensity, I(ω), of the incident electromagnetic field, as
defined by the average power per unit area through a surface
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the field can then
be calculated from the Poynting vector,42
S(r, t) = ε0c2 (E(r, t) × B(r, t))
= ε0c2
E20
ω
k cos2(k · r − ωt), (5)
by performing a time-average of its magnitude over one period
T of the oscillation, yielding
I(ω) = ⟨|S(r, t)|⟩T = 1T
 T
2
−T2
|S(r, t)|dt = 1
2
ε0cE20. (6)
Returning to the Hamiltonian operator, the choice of the
Coulomb gauge leads to a vanishing commutator between
the vector potential and the momentum operator, and thus,
the Hamiltonian can be written as
Hˆ =
N
i=1
( 1
2me

pˆ2i + e
2A2(ri, t) + 2eA(ri, t) · pˆi
+
e
me
B(ri, t) · sˆi
)
+ V (r1, . . . ,rN). (7)
Since we are concerned with one-photon absorption, we
henceforth invoke the weak-field approximation and neglect
the term quadratic in the vector potential, although this
formally breaks gauge invariance. Moreover, we will focus
on closed-shell molecules for which the spin Zeeman term
drops out. The field–matter interaction operator, Vˆ int, can
now be decomposed in the frequency domain by inserting
the expression for the vector potential in Eq. (2),
Vˆ int(t) =

±ω
Vˆωe−iωt; Vˆω =
N
i=1
vˆω(i);
vˆ±ω =
e
me
 
A±ω · pˆ = ∓ e~E0
2ωme
e±ik·r(ϵ · ∇),
(8)
where Vˆ−ω = [Vˆω]† follows from the Hermiticity of Vˆ int.
Before switching on the perturbation, we assume the
molecule to be in the electronic ground state |0⟩ of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian,
Hˆ0|0⟩ = E0|0⟩. (9)
When turning on the perturbation, we shall express the time-
dependent state |0(t)⟩ in terms of the set of eigenfunctions
{|n⟩} of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. To this end, we take
an exponential ansatz for the parametrization of the wave
function.43 Since we are focusing on expectation values, it
suffices to consider the phase-isolated wave function,38 which
then reads as
|0(t)⟩ = e−i Pˆ(t)|0⟩, (10)
where Pˆ(t) is a Hermitian operator defined in terms of
the excitation, Rˆ†n = |n⟩⟨0|, and de-excitation, Rˆn = |0⟩⟨n|,
state-transfer operators, and a set of complex wave function
amplitudes {Pn} as
Pˆ(t) =

n>0
 
Pn(t)Rˆ†n + P∗n(t)Rˆn

. (11)
To allow for a description of the resonant region, we follow
the damped response formalism of Ref. 38, in which the time-
evolution of the wave function amplitudes is determined by
the Liouville equation augmented with a phenomenological
damping term that accounts for finite lifetimes of the excited
states. The amplitudes are then determined by requiring the
equation to be fulfilled in each order of the perturbation
(i.e., the field strength E0), and for our purposes, it suffices
to consider the first-order amplitudes. For the perturbation in
Eq. (8), we obtain
P(1)n (t) = − i
~

±ω
 ⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0

e−iωt (12)
and
P(1)∗n (t) = i
~

±ω
 ⟨0|Vˆω |n⟩
ωn0 + ω + iγn0

e−iωt, (13)
where the damping parameter γn0 = (2τn)−1 is related to the
inverse lifetime (τn) of the nth excited state and ~ωn0 = En
− E0. Finally, the first-order corrections to the wave function
become
|0(1)⟩ = −iPˆ(1)(t)|0⟩ = −i

n>0
|n⟩P(1)n (t), (14)
⟨0(1)| = i⟨0|Pˆ(1)(t) = i

n>0
P(1)∗n (t)⟨n|, (15)
where the explicit time-dependence of the wave function
correction has been suppressed.
B. Light absorption in molecular materials
In this section, we briefly review the intrinsic response of
matter to an electromagnetic field. We follow the energy-loss
approach,36 which provides a natural link to the complex-
valued molecular properties underlying the absorption pro-
cess. One may note that going beyond the ED approximation
introduces an explicit dependence in the interaction operator
[see Eq. (8)] on the wavevector k. Rotational averaging must
therefore be taken into account when considering samples of
freely rotating molecules, an issue that we will not address
in the present work. We shall therefore be concerned with
an oriented sample with number density N that consists of
identical, non-interacting, closed-shell molecules subjected to
a monochromatic, linearly polarized electromagnetic field. In
this case, the light–matter interaction operator is given by
Eq. (8), and the macroscopic properties of the sample is
straightforwardly obtained as the number density times the
molecular property, to the extent that local-field corrections
can be ignored.
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The rate of absorption can be defined as the attenuation
per unit time of the beam of light passing through an absorbing
sample. Conservation of energy states that the change in total
energy per unit volume stored in the electromagnetic field
corrected for the energy flow through the volume-enclosing
surface equals the rate of work done by the electromagnetic
force on the sample. The rate of absorption within volume V
can then be written as42
dW
dt
=

V
E(r, t) · j(r, t) dr, (16)
where j(r, t) is the current density in the sample. The work done
by the field originates entirely from the electric component
of the field because the magnetic force experienced by the
electrons is perpendicular to their velocity vectors. We shall
restrict our attention to cases where the currents are due
to bound electrons and not due to conduction electrons. To
remove the oscillatory behavior of the rate of absorption,
Eq. (16) is time-averaged over one period of the oscillation.
In the context of light–matter interactions, we are interested
in relating the absorption process to the linear and non-linear
properties of the sample. Particularly, by expanding the current
density, j = j(0) + j(1) + j(2) + · · · , in orders of the perturbation
(i.e., E0), the rate of absorbed energy can be expressed as a
power series in the light intensity [Eq. (6)],36
dW
dt

T
= α(ω)I + β(ω)I2 + γ(ω)I3 + · · ·, (17)
where α, β,γ are the so-called absorption coefficients (not
to be confused with the standard dipole–dipole linear and
higher-order polarizabilities). Note that terms of odd order
in the perturbation have only periodic contributions, which
vanish upon time-averaging, and thus do not contribute to
light absorption.36
As will be shown below in the case of linear absorption,
the rate of absorbed energy in orders of the intensity can be
related to the imaginary parts of the even-order molecular
response functions,
V
E · j(1) dr

T
= 2ωN Im ⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩ ,
V
E · j(3) dr

T
= 6ωN Im ⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω,Vˆ−ω,Vˆω⟩⟩ ,
V
E · j(5) dr

T
= 20ωN Im ⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω,Vˆ−ω,Vˆω,Vˆ−ω,Vˆω⟩⟩ ,
(18)
where the linear response function ⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩ is related
to one-photon absorption, the cubic response function
⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω,Vˆ−ω,Vˆω⟩⟩ to two-photon absorption an so on, due
to a linearly polarized light source. We note that this situation
is of relevance in, for example, X-ray spectroscopies using
a synchrotron as the source of tunable monochromatic and
highly polarized radiation.28 In K-edge NEXAFS spectros-
copy, for instance, transitions from spherically symmetric
1s-orbitals to empty (or virtual) orbitals are probed, and
the polarized nature of radiation will reveal the directional
properties of the final electronic state and thereby also the
molecular orientation in ordered samples.30,31 With NEXAFS
calculations in mind, we restrict our attention to linear
absorption.
1. Linear absorption of an ensemble of pure states
To determine the rate of linear absorption by the ensemble,
we need the electronic current density [cf. Eq. (16)]. The first-
quantization form of the current density operator reads as44–46
jˆ(r, t) = − e
2me
N
i=1

pˆi + eA(ri, t), δ(ri − r)+, (19)
where the spin contribution to the current (see for instance
Ref. 47) vanishes as we consider closed-shell molecules. In
the following, we will drop the last term (the diamagnetic
current), in accordance with the weak-field approximation.
The macroscopic induced current density is then obtained as
j(r, t) = N ⟨0(t)|jˆ(r, t)|0(t)⟩, which after insertion of the current
density operator gives
j(r, t) = −N
N
i=1
 e
2me
⟨0(t)|pˆiδ(ri − r) + δ(ri − r)pˆi |0(t)⟩

.
(20)
For closed-shell molecules, the current density of the unper-
turbed density is vanishing everywhere. However, for the
description of linear absorption, we are interested in the
first-order perturbation-induced current density, which can
be obtained by expanding the current in powers of the field
strength. To first order, we have
j(1)(r, t) = −iN

n>0
⟨0| jˆ(r)|n⟩P(1)n (t) − P(1)∗n (t)⟨n| jˆ(r)|0⟩ .
(21)
Substituting this expression into Eq. (16) provides the
expression for the absorbed energy density per unit time,

E · j(1) dr = N

ω1
ω1

n>0

P(1)n (t)

⟨0|Aω1 · jˆ(r)|n⟩ dr − P(1)∗n (t)

⟨n|Aω1 · jˆ(r)|0⟩ dr

e−iω1t
= iN

ω1,ω2
ω1
e
2me~

n>0
 ⟨0|pˆ · Aˆω1|n⟩ + ⟨0|Aˆω1 · pˆ|n⟩  ⟨n|Vˆω2|0⟩
ωn0 − ω2 − iγn0

+
 ⟨0|Vˆω2|n⟩
ωn0 + ω2 + iγn0
  ⟨n|pˆ · Aˆω1|0⟩ + ⟨n|Aˆω1 · pˆ|0⟩e−i(ω1+ω2)t
= iN

ω1,ω2
ω1

1
~

n>0
 ⟨0|Vˆω1|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω2|0⟩
ωn0 − ω2 − iγn0 +
⟨0|Vˆω2|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω1|0⟩
ωn0 + ω2 + iγn0

e−i(ω1+ω2)t, (22)
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where the first-order corrections to the wave function
[Eqs. (14) and (15)] have been used. The third equality follows
by collecting terms in the numerator and making use of the
divergence free property of the vector potential. We define the
linear response function
⟨⟨Vˆω1; Vˆω2⟩⟩ = G(ω1;ω2)
= −1
~

n>0
 ⟨0|Vˆω1|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω2|0⟩
ωn0 − ω2 − iγn0
+
⟨0|Vˆω2|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω1|0⟩
ωn0 + ω2 + iγn0

, (23)
where
Re[G(ω1;ω2)] = −1
~

n>0
 (ωn0 − ω2)⟨0|Vˆ
ω1|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω2|0⟩
(ωn0 − ω2)2 + γ2n0
+
(ωn0 + ω2)⟨0|Vˆω2|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω1|0⟩
(ωn0 + ω2)2 + γ2n0
 , (24)
Im[G(ω1;ω2)] = −1
~

n>0
γn0
 ⟨0|Vˆ
ω1|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω2|0⟩
(ωn0 − ω2)2 + γ2n0
− ⟨0|Vˆ
ω2|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω1|0⟩
(ωn0 + ω2)2 + γ2n0
 . (25)
The rate of absorbed energy to first order can thereby be written
as
dW
dt
= −iN

ω1,ω2
ω1G(ω1;ω2)e−i(ω1+ω2)t . (26)
Time averaging then gives
dW
dt

T
= iωN

G(−ω;ω) − G(ω;−ω)

= 2ωN Im[−G(−ω;ω)], (27)
where we have exploited the symmetry properties of the real
and imaginary components of G(−ω;ω),
Re[G(−ω;ω)] = Re[G(ω;−ω)]
Im[G(−ω;ω)] = −Im[G(ω;−ω)]. (28)
This expression corresponds to an experimental setup, where
the incident radiation has a well-defined polarization and the
molecules have a fixed orientation with respect to the radiation
field. By comparison with the first term in Eq. (17), the
linear absorption cross section, defined as σ(ω) = α(ω)/N ,36
becomes equal to
σ(ω) = 4ω
ε0cE20
Im[−G(−ω;ω)]. (29)
We stress that the response function involving the full field–
matter interaction operator and also residues of this response
function are inherently gauge-origin invariant (see Appen-
dix A), and our formulation thus leads to a physical observable
that is independent of the gauge origin. Furthermore, we note
that G(−ω;ω) collects the contributions to absorption and
dispersion from all higher-order combinations of multipole
operators.
Finally, by applying the identity
lim
γ→0

Im

A
B − iγ

= Aπ δ(B) (30)
to the linear cross section in Eq. (29), we recover the
resonance-divergent result48,49
lim
γ→0
σ(ω) = 4π
2α
e2ω

n>0

δ(ω − ωn0)|TM0→ nBED |2

, (31)
where α = e2/(4πε0~c) is the dimensionless fine structure
constant and TM0→ nBED is the transition moment associated with
the excitation 0 → n,
TM0→ nBED =
e
me
⟨0|
N
i=1
e−ik·riϵ · pi |n⟩. (32)
In the following, we label results based on the full field–matter
interaction operator by “BED.” These results are to be under-
stood as exact, not with regard to the underlying electronic
structure method but with regard to the semi-classical descrip-
tion of the light–matter interaction.
At low photon energies, BED corrections to electric-
dipole-allowed transitions are anticipated to reduce the transi-
tion moment norm, i.e., |TM0→ nBED | < |TM0→ nED |. At high energies
and in spatially extended systems, where multiple wavelengths
occur within the dimension of the transition density, the
situation becomes more complicated and this may no longer
hold, as in the case of the trans-polyenes in Sec. V D.
2. Equation of motion for the complex linear response
function
We derive the equation of motion of the damped linear
response function in the frequency domain from the sum-over-
states expression,
⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩ = −1
~

n>0
 ⟨0|Vˆ−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0
+
⟨0|Vˆω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆ−ω |0⟩
ωn0 + ω + iγn0

. (33)
Making use of the fact that ab
c+d
= ab
c
− d
c
ab
c+d
, the first term
can be rewritten as
⟨0|Vˆ−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0
=
1
ω

−⟨0|Vˆ−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩ + ωn0 ⟨0|Vˆ
−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0
− iγn0 ⟨0|Vˆ
−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0

. (34)
Applying the same rule to the second term as well as the
resolution of the identity, the complex linear response function
may be written as
⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩ = 1
~ω

⟨0|[Vˆ−ω,Vˆω]|0⟩ + ⟨⟨[Vˆ−ω, Hˆ0]; Vˆω⟩⟩
+ i

n>0
γn0
 ⟨0|Vˆ−ω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆω |0⟩
ωn0 − ω − iγn0
+
⟨0|Vˆω |n⟩⟨n|Vˆ−ω |0⟩
ωn0 + ω + iγn0

, (35)
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where Hˆ0 is the electronic Hamiltonian in the absence of the
electromagnetic radiation. Compared to the equation of motion
for the linear response function in the undamped case,43 this
expression contains a third sum-over-states term in which
the contribution from each state to the response function is
weighted by the corresponding damping parameter.
It is a common practice5 to choose a common damping
term for all excited states, i.e., γn0 = γ. Upon introducing this
approximation, the equation of motion for the damped linear
response function reduces to
~(ω + iγ)⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩
= ⟨0|[Vˆ−ω,Vˆω]|0⟩ + ⟨⟨[Vˆ−ω, Hˆ0]; Vˆω⟩⟩, (36)
which takes a form similar to the undamped counterpart.
As a special case, we consider the electric dipole approxi-
mation (eik·r ≈ 1), where the equality can be used to relate the
linear response function in the velocity representation to the
well-known dipole length representation. To this end, we apply
the exact state commutation relation between the position
and momentum operators [rˆ, Hˆ0] = i~pˆ/me, the symmetry
properties of the response function, and invoke Eq. (36) twice.
Finally, we obtain
⟨⟨pˆα; pˆβ⟩⟩ω = me

me(ω + iγ)2⟨⟨rˆα; rˆβ⟩⟩ω − Nδαβ

, (37)
which, separated into real and imaginary components, gives
Re⟨⟨pˆα; pˆβ⟩⟩ω = −me

Nδαβ − me(ω2 − γ2)Re⟨⟨rˆα; rˆβ⟩⟩ω
+ 2meωγIm⟨⟨rˆα; rˆβ⟩⟩ω

, (38)
Im⟨⟨pˆα; pˆβ⟩⟩ω = m2e

2ωγRe⟨⟨rˆα; rˆβ⟩⟩ω
+ (ω2 − γ2)Im⟨⟨rˆα; rˆβ⟩⟩ω

. (39)
We investigate this sum rule numerically in Sec. V.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The complex linear response function in Eq. (23) has been
implemented at the TD-DFT level of theory using the first-
order CPP formalism,37,38 in which the explicit reference to the
excited states in the sum-over-states expression is replaced by
a matrix equation. In contrast to traditional resonant-divergent
response theory, where absorption properties are evaluated
by means of the eigenvectors of the electronic Hessian
matrix found by a bottom-up approach, the CPP approach
allows us to study core excitations without restrictions on the
excitation manifold. Below, we outline the implementation of
the field–matter interaction operator and its coupling to the
CPP approach in the DALTON program package,50,51 using
the most recent CPP algorithm.52,53 The reader is referred to
Refs. 37 and 38 for a detailed description of the CPP approach.
In the case of TD-DFT, the damped linear response
function, involving the field–matter interaction operator, can
be written as
⟨⟨Vˆ−ω; Vˆω⟩⟩ = −(ηωR + iηωI )†(PωR + iPωI )
= −(ηωR†PωR + ηωI †PωI ) − i(ηωR†PωI − ηωI †PωR).
(40)
Here, Pω is the first-order response vector and ηω is the
property gradient defined by
ηω =
2iω
E0 ⟨0|[qˆ,Vˆ
ω]|0⟩, (41)
where qˆ is the vector containing the usual de-excitation and
excitation operators.43 Subscripts R and I refer to the real and
imaginary components, respectively, of the given vector. Go-
ing beyond the ED approximation thus introduces a complex-
valued property gradient that depends on the frequency of the
incident radiation field. It is therefore necessary to re-evaluate
the property gradient for each input frequency/response vector.
The complex response vector is obtained by solving the first-
order damped linear response equations,
(E[2] − ~(ω + iγ)S[2])(PωR + iPωI ) = ηωR + iηωI , (42)
whereE[2] is the electronic Hessian, and S[2] is a metric matrix.
The explicit expressions for these matrices may be found in
Eqs. (50) and (51) of Ref. 54. The construction of the property
gradients η±ω of the field-matter interaction operator requires
the evaluation of integrals of the form
⟨χµ |vˆ±ω | χν⟩ = ± eE02iωme ⟨χµ |e
±ik·r(ϵ · pˆ)| χν⟩, (43)
where χµ and χν denote the atomic orbitals (AOs) and vˆ±ω the
one-electron interaction operator [see Eq. (8)]. The complex
exponential is separated according to Euler’s formula into a
real component
Re[e±ik·r] = cos(kxx) cos(ky y) cos(kzz)
− cos(kxx) sin(ky y) sin(kzz)
− sin(kxx) cos(ky y) sin(kzz)
− sin(kxx) sin(ky y) cos(kzz) (44)
and an imaginary component
Im[e±ik·r] = ± cos(kxx) cos(ky y) sin(kzz)
+ cos(kxx) sin(ky y) cos(kzz)
+ sin(kxx) cos(ky y) cos(kzz)
− sin(kxx) sin(ky y) sin(kzz). (45)
Finally, multiplication with the linear momentum operator
gives the expression for the real and imaginary components of
the one-electron field-matter interaction operator,
vˆω = − e~E0
2ωme
(
Re[eik·r] + iIm[eik·r]) (ϵ · ∇),
vˆ−ω =
e~E0
2ωme
(
Re[eik·r] − iIm[eik·r]) (ϵ · ∇). (46)
Due to the (anti)symmetric properties of cosine (sine)
functions, the property gradient for the negative frequency
can be straightforwardly obtained from the integrals associated
with the positive frequency by simply adjusting the signs. A
detailed description of the evaluation of the AO integrals over
the field–matter interaction operator in Eq. (46) can be found
in Appendix B.
The linear absorption can alternatively be formulated
within the infinite lifetime approximation (γ = 0) using
Fermi’s golden rule.40,49 Excitation energies and transition
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moments are here identified on the basis of a pole and residue
analysis of the resonant-divergent linear response function of
the field–matter interaction operator. In short, excitation ener-
gies are found by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem 
E[2] − ~ωn0S[2]

Xn = 0 (47)
and transition moments obtained by contracting excitation
vectors (Xn) with property gradients
TM0→ n = X†n (ωn0) η±ω. (48)
More detailed information is found in, e.g., Refs. 43 and 55.
We have complemented the damped response theory based
implementation of linear absorption based on the field–matter
interaction operator with the evaluation of the corresponding
transition moment at both the Hartree–Fock, TD-DFT, and
multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) levels of
theories. We note that contrary to the CPP formulation, the
excitation energies are required to construct the resonant field-
matter interaction operator. On the other hand, it is possible to
contract a solution vector associated with a specific excitation
energy with property gradients of the field–matter interaction
operator of different frequency, a functionality that will be
exploited in Sec. V D. An important point to note in this
context is that we consider only squared transition moments
to ensure origin-independent results, see Appendix A.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have computed the NEXAFS spectra at the carbon K-
edge for a series of trans-polyenes. The molecular geometries
were optimized using the Gaussian 09 code56 at the DFT level
of theory, employing the B3LYP57–60 exchange-correlation
functional and the cc-pVDZ61 basis set. For the property
calculations, a proper description of the long-range Coulomb
interactions between initial and final electronic states in
the absorption process has been ensured by the use of the
CAM-B3LYP100% functional. This is a modified version of the
Coulomb-attenuated method CAM-B3LYP62 functional tak-
ing into account 100% Hartree–Fock Coulombic interactions
in the long-range limit (α = 0.19, β = 0.81, and µ = 0.33).
As compared to the original parameterization, this choice has
been found superior for the description of core excitations.39
Absorption cross sections for both the full field–matter
interaction operator and within the ED approximation were
determined with a lifetime broadening γ = 1000 cm−1 (or
0.1240 eV). All calculations were performed under the
constraint of C2h symmetry.
Excitation energies and transition moment norms of
the full field–matter interaction operator as well as within
the ED approximation for the alkaline earth metals were
obtained from a pole and residue analysis of the resonant-
divergent linear response function. For the lowest singlet
valence excitations in Mg, the calculations were performed
at the MCSCF level of theory, considering a complete active
space consisting of two electrons in four orbitals CAS(2,4).
An uncontracted basis set was used, with the exponents for
the core and valence orbitals taken from the q-aug-cc-pVQZ
basis set by Woon and Dunning.63 Core excitations for Mg,
Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra were described at the CAM-B3LYP100%
level using an uncontracted basis set with exponents adapted
from the ANO-RCC64 basis set. To reach the core excitations
within the resonant-divergent linear response formalism, we
used the restricted-channel approximation,39 in which only a
subblock of the electronic Hessian, involving excitations from
the 1s-orbital to any of the virtual orbitals, was considered.
Unless stated otherwise, the propagation direction of the
radiation field was taken to be along the z-axis, i.e., k = kez
and the polarization vector to be along the x-direction (ϵ = ex),
where eα is a unit vector along the Cartesian α-axis. Equations
(44) and (45) then simplifies to
Re[e±ik·r] = cos(kz); Im[e±ik·r] = ± sin(kz). (49)
The property calculations were performed with a locally modi-
fied version of the DALTON program,50,51 which includes the
implementation of the property gradient of the field–matter
interaction operator within both the damped and undamped
linear response frameworks.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Sum rules and gauge dependence:
A numerical study
We have investigated numerically the equivalency be-
tween the linear response functions in the dipole length
and dipole velocity gauges, Eqs. (38) and (39), respectively.
Results are shown for He in Table I using basis sets of
increasing size. As can be seen from an explicit evaluation
of the Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn rule S(0) = ⟨0|[rˆ, pˆ]|0⟩, which is
used in place of the number of electrons N , the commutator
relation between the position and linear momentum operator,
and thus Eq. (37), is not exact in finite basis set calculations.
Accordingly, the correspondence between the values obtained
by combining Eqs. (38) and (39) with the dipole–dipole
polarizability in length gauge, and the real and imaginary
parts of the dipole–dipole polarizability in the velocity gauge
progressively improve as one approaches the basis set limit.
Furthermore, by shifting the origin along the individual coordi-
nate axes, we confirmed numerically the origin-independence
of the response function of the full field–matter interaction
operator (data not shown).
B. Valence excitations: Magnesium
To illustrate the calculation of the transition moment
norms of the field–matter interaction operator and to verify
the implementation of the property gradient, we begin by
considering the lowest singlet valence excitations in Mg. We
perform a residue analysis of the undamped linear response
function of the field–matter interaction operator, where Vˆωn0
is evaluated at an angular frequency ωn0 = ∆En0~−1 matching
the excitation energy of the nth transition. In this low-
energy region (∆En0 < 10 eV), the spatial variations in the
field–matter interaction operator across the extent of the
transitions are limited, and the effect of going beyond the ED
approximation is therefore expected to be significant only for
electric-dipole-forbidden transitions. For the present choice of
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TABLE I. Hartree–Fock calculations on helium probing the equation-of-motion equivalency in Eq. (37) for
a diagonal element of the electronic dipole–dipole polarizability. The response functions are evaluated at
ω = 1.0 a.u. and γ = 1000 cm−1. All quantities are provided in a.u.
−⟨⟨rˆα;rˆα⟩⟩ω −⟨⟨pˆα; pˆα⟩⟩ω
Basis set S(0) Re Im Equation (38) Equation (39) Re Im
aug-cc-pVDZ 1.971 19.726 2.710 21.672 2.890 21.320 2.844
d-aug-cc-pVDZ 1.971 2.573 0.119 4.544 0.142 4.439 0.140
t-aug-cc-pVTZ 1.993 1.552 0.130 3.543 0.144 3.491 0.143
q-aug-cc-pVQZ 1.999 2.266 0.219 4.263 0.239 4.215 0.239
q-aug-cc-pV5Z 1.999 4.277 0.516 6.272 0.555 6.245 0.554
q-aug-cc-pV6Z 2.000 4.101 0.550 6.096 0.588 6.095 0.588
propagation direction, the cosine and sine terms of the operator
cannot mix, which means that the electric-dipole and all higher
odd-order contributions arise from the first term of Eq. (44),
whereas all even-order contributions are contained in the first
term of Eq. (45).
In Table II, we report the norm of the transition moments
for the valence excitations of Mg as obtained both within and
beyond the ED approximation. We also include the corre-
sponding experimental transition energies. Only transitions
within a degenerate set that possess a nonzero transition
moment are listed. As seen from a comparison of the ED and
BED transition moments, the electric-dipole-allowed 3s → p
transitions are dominated by the zeroth-order term in the
cosine expansion. The higher-order contributions included in
the field–matter interaction operator are, for the s → p transi-
tions, orders of magnitudes smaller (in the range of 10−6–10−8)
than the electric-dipole contribution. The relative importance
of the zeroth- and higher-order terms agrees well with what
can be expected for the leading correction ( 12 k
2⟨rˆnp⟩2, where
we obtain ⟨rˆ3p⟩ = 3.40 a0 from an atomic HF calculation of
the 3s3p excited state) from the electric-dipole and electric-
octupole/magnetic-quadrupole cross terms. In principle, the
electric and magnetic contributions can be distinguished by
treating the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the integrals
separately. However, such a separation introduces an origin-
dependence in the individual terms,10 something that we will
avoid in the present work.
TABLE II. Excitation energies ∆En0 (eV) and norm of transition moments
(a.u.) within and beyond the ED approximation, |TM0→nED | and |TM0→nBED |,
respectively, together with the difference ∆|TM0→n | for the lowest singlet
transitions in Mg, computed at the CAS(2,4)/q-aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory.
Transition ∆En0 Expt.a |TM0→nBED | |TM0→nED | ∆|TM0→n |
3s→ 3px 4.317 4.346 3.74 × 10−1 3.74 × 10−1 −1.79 × 10−6
3s→ 4s 5.435 5.394 . . . . . . . . .
3s→ 3dxz 5.644 5.753 7.60 × 10−4 . . . 7.60 × 10−4
3s→ 4px 6.130 6.118 1.02 × 10−1 1.02 × 10−1 1.29 × 10−8
3s→ 5s 6.550 6.516 . . . . . . . . .
3s→ 4dxz 6.577 6.588 1.61 × 10−4 . . . 1.61 × 10−4
3s→ 4 fxz2 6.811 6.779 4.16 × 10−7 . . . 4.16 × 10−7
3s→ 4 fx(x2−3y2) 6.811 6.779 4.86 × 10−7 . . . 4.86 × 10−7
3s→ 5px 6.823 6.783 4.30 × 10−2 4.30 × 10−2 9.56 × 10−8
3s→ 6s 7.006 6.966 . . . . . . . . .
3s→ 5dxz 7.009 6.981 2.10 × 10−5 . . . 2.10 × 10−5
aTaken from Ref. 65.
For the electric-dipole-forbidden transitions, higher-order
contributions are of course required in the calculation to obtain
a nonzero transition probability. The dominant contribution to
the 3s → d transitions comes from the leading term in the
sine expansion, i.e., the electric-quadrupole/magnetic-dipole
contribution. Accordingly, the 3s → d transition moments
differ from the electric-dipole-allowed counterparts by a factor
of approximately 10−4. The 3s → 4 f transitions are even
weaker, i.e., of the same order of magnitude as the electric-
octupole/magnetic-quadrupole correction to the 3s → p tran-
sitions. Note that the slightly different transition moments for
the two degenerate 3s → 4 f transitions result from the specific
choice of propagation and polarization vectors combined with
the fact that no rotational averaging has been performed.
Finally, we note that the totally symmetric s → s transitions
are entirely forbidden due to the absence of a totally symmetric
component in the field–matter interaction operator, which is
a consequence of the orthogonality between the polarization
and propagation vectors. Such transitions do become allowed,
though, when extending from electromagnetic to electroweak
interactions.66
C. K -edge NEXAFS of alkaline earth metals
In this section, we assess the spectral range (soft to
hard X-ray region) in which the ED approximation can be
safely employed to describe the interaction between atoms and
electromagnetic radiation. The validity of the ED approxima-
tion depends on the relative dimensions of field wavelengths
and atoms, or, more specifically, on the particular electronic
transitions that are being probed. BED corrections become
increasingly important when kr increases, and when exceed-
ing unity, the ED approximation will break down. While tran-
sition energies of core excitations increase as one goes down
a group in the periodic table, the spatial confinement of the
excitation becomes progressively stronger. The kr values are
thus dictated by the relative behavior of two competing factors
with respect to the atomic number, and, in order to probe
the validity of the ED approximation, we therefore examine
the range of kr values relevant within the periodic table.
We consider the lowest dipole-allowed 1s → npx transitions
and the corresponding energetically close-lying 1s → mdxz
transitions (dipole-forbidden but quadrupole-allowed) in the
alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra), where
m = n − 1 for all but Mg, for which m = n. We again stress
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that relativistic effects are not taken into account, but will be
pursued in future work. Note also that the atomic symmetry
restricts any mixing of the odd- and even-order terms in the
expansion of the complex exponential in the field–matter inter-
action operator. In other words, the lowest-order BED correc-
tion to electric-dipole-allowed transitions will be quadratic
in k, corresponding to the contributions from the electric-
octupole/magnetic-dipole terms, as discussed in Sec. V B.
To determine the relationship between kr and atomic
number (Z), we evaluated numerically the magnitude of the
BED corrections to the lowest 1s → npx and 1s → mdxz
transitions down the Mg–Ra group. Figure 1(a) displays
the norm of the BED transition moments across the series
and compares to the counterparts obtained within the ED
approximation. Apart from being essential for the description
of electric-dipole-forbidden transitions, we find that the BED
transition moments for the quadrupole-allowed 1s → mdxz
transitions to be larger than the BED corrections for the
electric-dipole-allowed transitions, which remain modest
across the entire series. For Ra, the transition moment of the
1s → 6dxz transition becomes equal to about 0.15 a.u., which
is about one third the size of the corresponding 1s → 7px
transition moment. Assuming the kr values to be similar
for the two transitions and recalling that the leading term in
the BED corrections to electric-dipole-allowed transitions in
atoms is proportional to k2 for small values of k while linear in
FIG. 1. (a) Norm of the transition moments (|TMα |, α =ED,BED) for the
1s→ npx and 1s→ mdxz transitions, respectively, computed within and be-
yond the ED approximation (left axis) as well as kr90% values (right axis; see
text for definition) for the 1s→ npx transition across group 2, together with
the (Z, kr ) linear fit (5.1×10−3 a.u.−1Z −1.82×10−2). (b) Estimated error in
the oscillator strength of the 1s→ npx and 1s→ mdxz transitions across the
series introduced by invoking the ED approximation. The magnitude of the
BED corrections to the 1s→ mdxz transitions is relative to the 1s→ npx
transition. Lines are quadratic fits of the data.
k for quadrupole-allowed transitions, such a behavior suggests
that kr is well below unity for the transitions considered in
the alkaline earth metals.
Further insight into the modest effect of going beyond
the ED approximation can be gained by considering the
quantities underlying the transition moments. In this analysis,
we restrict our attention to the 1s → npx transitions across the
Mg–Ra series. Figure 2 depicts the φ1s and φnpx orbitals
along the x-axis (polarization direction), where the φnpx
final states have been constructed as linear combinations
of the dominating (weight > 10%) orbital contributions
to the relevant eigenvectors of the electronic Hessian.
FIG. 2. (Left axis) 1s- and npx-orbitals relevant for the 1s→ npx core
transitions across the Mg–Ra series plotted along the x-axis (polarization
direction). The excitation fields are illustrated by cosine functions (blue).
(Right axis) Integrands of the transition moment integrals within (IED) and
beyond (IBED) the ED approximation as plotted along the z-axis (propagation
direction). The excitation fields are likewise plotted along z. Vertical lines
indicate r90% (see text for definition). The excitation energies (∆E) are
reported next to the distributions.
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FIG. 3. The integrand IED for Mg (isovalues: ±0.8 a.u.) in the presence of a
non-resonant monochromatic, linearly polarized field propagating along the
z-axis (kz = 5 a.u.) with the polarization vector along the x-axis.
In addition, we plot the associated integrands I of the
transition moment integrals along the z-axis (propagation
direction) both within and beyond the ED approxima-
tion, i.e., IED(0,0, z; kz) = φ1s(0,0, z)∇xφnpx(0,0, z) (corre-
sponding to a ket-differentiated transition density) and
IBED(0,0, z; kz) = cos(kzz)IED(0,0, z; kz), respectively. Note
that different scales have been used to plot the orbital
distributions (left y-axis) and integrands (right y-axis). We
have also included the corresponding cosine functions to
represent the incident excitation field. A three-dimensional
representation of the field–matter interaction is given in
Figure 3, which illustrates IED for Mg (isovalues: ±0.8 a.u.),
experiencing an incident radiation field. The wavelength is
here shorter compared to the actual excitation wavelength as to
clarify the polarization and propagation directions of the field.
The orbital contraction that follows as group 2 is
descended is clearly seen in Figure 2. For the K-edge
transitions, the spatial extension of integrands is effectively
limited by the compactness of the exponentially decaying
1s-orbital. To get an estimate for the spatial extension of
IED, we have proceeded as follows: A decomposition of the
transition moment integrals across the series into contributions
introduced by the action of the linear momentum operator
on the npx orbitals showed that the resulting s contribution
dominates over the dx2-type contribution (zero along the z-
direction), which is furthermore of opposite sign. The BED
corrections to the latter turn out to be of about half the
(absolute) size of those arising from the s contribution, and the
BED correction to the total transition moment integral is thus
about half of that of the s contribution. A sensible estimate for
an upper boundary of the BED corrections can hence be based
on the s contribution alone. As estimate for the effective radius
of the transition, we therefore use r90%, corresponding to the
radius that encloses 90% of the s contribution to the integrand
along the z-direction. These estimates are indicated by vertical
bars in Figure 2. As can be seen in the figure, the external field
shows only small spatial variations over the extension of IED,
indicated by the r90% estimates.
The behavior of the r90% estimates with respect to
atomic number is displayed in Figure 4. Included is also the
trend in the maximum of the 1s radial distributions, r1s, as
FIG. 4. Trends in r90% (left axis; see text for definition) and the excitation
energies ∆E1s→np (right axis) across the Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra series.
The maxima of the 1s radial distribution functions as obtained from non-
relativistic (NR) calculations as well as relativistic (R) Hartree–Fock/Dyall
TZ69 calculations based on the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian.70 The radii are
almost inversely proportional to the atomic number, whereas the excitation
energy behaves quadratically. Lines are the corresponding fits.
obtained from non-relativistic calculations across the series.
For comparison, we have also included the result of relativistic
calculations. As evident, the r90% value is almost inversely
proportional to the atomic number, as can be expected from
the analogy to the radial extension of the orbitals of hydrogenic
atoms. In Figure 4, we also provide the excitation energies of
the 1s → np transitions across the Mg–Ra series to facilitate an
assessment of the kr values. Consistent with the similarity to
the ionization potential of the 1s-orbital in a hydrogenic atom,
the transition energy, on the other hand, exhibits a quadratic
dependence on the atomic number. The change in transition
energies down the group is thus stronger than the associated
contraction of the differentiated transition density IED. As a
consequence, the kr90% estimate, combining the r90% estimate
with the norm of the wavevector, depends linearly on the
atomic number, as shown in Figure 1(a). Most importantly,
we find that the kr90% values across group 2 are all below
unity. In fact, an extrapolation to the maximum atomic number
indicates that the electric-dipole term remains the dominating
contribution to the absorption intensities of electric-dipole-
allowed transitions throughout the periodic table (kr < 0.6
for Z = 118).
Having considered the range of kr values that covers
absorption spectroscopies across the periodic table, it is
interesting to examine the errors that can be expected in
the oscillator strength upon invoking the ED approximation.
Figure 1(b) illustrates the percentage error in the oscillator
strength for the 1s → npx transitions across the series intro-
duced by the ED approximation. For the electric-dipole-
forbidden 1s → mdxz transition, we report the oscillator
strength relative to that for the electric-dipole-allowed tran-
sition. In both cases, the error measures behave close to
quadratically with respect to kr , as anticipated for kr < 1,
and thus likewise with respect to the atomic number. The error
in the oscillator strength for the 1s → npx transition due to
the ED approximation is about 10% for Ra and amounts to at
most 20% within the periodic table. In the more general case,
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FIG. 5. XAS spectrum of Ra computed within and beyond the ED approxi-
mation at the CAM-B3LYP100%/ANO-RCC level of theory using a common
lifetime broadening parameter γ = 1000 cm−1. The experimental 1s ioniza-
tion energy is 103.922 keV.71
where p–d mixing is allowed, an estimate for the additional
BED correction stemming from the d-admixture (via the sine
term) may be obtained from the f 1s→mdxzBED / f
1s→ npx
BED ratio and
the relative p–d character of the final state.
Before moving to larger molecular systems, we demon-
strate the calculation of the K-edge NEXAFS spectrum
of Ra using the CPP approach in combination with the
field–matter interaction operator implemented in this work.
The absorption spectrum for Ra, computed using Eq. (29), is
depicted in Figure 5, together with the one obtained within
the ED approximation. The absorption peaks arising from
electric-dipole-allowed 1s → px transitions can be identified
immediately as the overlapping peaks in the ED and BED
spectra. This peak assignment is further confirmed by an
analysis of the response vectors. The intensities at the peak
maxima for these transitions are 10% higher in the ED
approximation, as expected from the results presented in
Figure 1(b). The additional absorption peaks that can be
assigned to electric-dipole-forbidden 1s → dxz transitions are
directly included in the BED spectrum. The intensities of
the 1s → f transitions are orders of magnitude smaller than
the 1s → p transitions, and they are thus not visible with the
present choice of damping parameter γ.
D. Trans-polyenes
We now turn our attention to evaluate the significance
of going beyond the ED approximation in spatially extended
molecular systems. We consider a series of three progressively
longer trans-polyenes (cf. Figure 6) for which the molecular
FIG. 6. Definition of the coordinate system used for the three studied
polyenes; n = 8, 13, and 18.
TABLE III. Comparison of imaginary and real components (a.u.) of the lin-
ear response functions [as defined in Eqs. (24) and (25)], and the underlying
symmetry contributions, for the trans-polyenes of varying molecular length,
i.e., the distance (nm) between the most distant C-atoms, within and beyond
the ED approximation computed at the CAM-B3LYP100%/aug-cc-pVDZ level
of theory at a resonant (off-resonant for the real part) X-ray photon energy
(eV). The corresponding wavelength (nm) is given in parentheses. Propaga-
tion direction is along the z-axis and polarization direction along x (cf. Fig-
ure 6).
No. carbon atoms
20 30 40
Length 2.3 3.5 4.8
~ω 274.3 (4.52) 274.3 (4.52) 274.3 (4.52)
−Im⟨⟨pˆx; pˆx⟩⟩ω 1763.34 2735.16 3705.72
−Im[G(−ω;ω)]tot 1762.99 2734.07 3703.85
−Im[G(−ω;ω)]Au 988.145 1122.09 1918.46
−Im[G(−ω;ω)]Bg 774.856 1611.98 1782.22
~ω 217.7 (5.70) 217.7 (5.70) 217.7 (5.70)
−Re⟨⟨pˆx; pˆx⟩⟩ω 21.4373 32.1935 42.9499
−Re[G(−ω;ω)]tot 21.4418 32.2058 42.9685
−Re[G(−ω;ω)]Au 13.6231 12.8981 18.5824
−Re[G(−ω;ω)]Bg 7.8187 19.3077 24.3861
length is comparable to the wavelength of radiation used in
X-ray spectroscopies addressing the K-edge.
In Table III, we report the imaginary part of the linear
response function for the three polyenes within and beyond the
ED approximation evaluated at the 1s → π∗ band maximum.
For the latter, we also provide the individual contributions
from the excitations of Au and Bg symmetries. Although the
BED corrections increase with the length of the polyenes
(0.02%–0.05% across the series), the errors introduced by the
ED approximation are negligible in the three cases considered.
This observation is highly counterintuitive given the fact that
the wavelength of radiation is 4.52 nm and the molecular
length of the longest polyene (C40H42) is 4.8 nm. In this case,
the situation is somewhat more complicated as compared to
the atom because the transition density is distributed over
equivalent carbon atoms that in many cases are separated by
large distances. But here it is instead important to remember
that the value of the reponse function is a summed total of
contributions from each and every excited state in the system,
and, in order to better understand how the response function
can be rather insensitive to a BED treatment of the external
fields, we must probe more individually the various absorption
bands.
At a resonant frequency, the absorptive part of the
response function provides information about the squared tran-
sition moment of the specific excitation (excitation manifold in
this case) being probed. Accordingly, contributions from non-
resonant transitions are strongly suppressed in the evaluation
of response functions due to the much larger denominators in
these cases. Therefore, to address the importance and sizes of
BED corrections for other than 1s → π∗ core excitations, we
must alter our strategy. For this reason, we study in Table III
also the real part of the response function, which is related
to the refractive index, at a non-resonant, yet high frequency.
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In doing so, we focus on a property for which delocalized
valence transitions can contribute more significantly, and, as
a consequence, it could be anticipated that BED corrections
would become important. Surprisingly, however, we find the
BED corrections to the real part of the response function at
the off-resonance frequency to be about as small as found for
the imaginary part in the resonance region. Since the transition
moments of at least the spatially extended valence excitations
must be sensitive to field variations, the limited effect of the
BED corrections must be due to their small contributions in
the reponse function summation. In our quest to explain the
made observations, we are led to examine the effect of BED on
individual electronic transitions and study their contributions
to the evaluation of the response function.
To get an idea about the extent to which field variations
influence the individual contributions to the linear response
function in a sum-over-states form [Eq. (23)], we inspect
the norm of the transition moment for specific transitions at
different frequencies [see Eq. (48)]. We focus on the shortest
of the studied polyenes (C20H22) with a molecular length of
2.3 nm and consider a selection of core excitations as well as
the π → π∗-valence excitation. The latter represents a delocal-
ized excitation, where both the initial and final states extend
over the entire molecular skeleton. The transition moments
of core excitations are computed within the restricted-channel
approximation, allowing excitations solely from the carbon
core orbitals in order to describe the localized hole produced
in the final state. Here, it becomes important to remember
the symmetry of our system with inversion as one element,
which means that, in the ED approximation, nonzero transition
moments are limited to excited states of ungerade symmetry.
In the BED realm, on the other hand, transitions of gerade
symmetry become allowed and will enter the summation as
response functions are evaluated.
We consider a setup with the electric field polarized along
x and propagating along the z-direction, see Figure 6. In
Figure 7, the frequency-dependent behavior of the norm of the
transition moments for the lowest 1s → π∗ excitations of Au
and Bg symmetry is depicted. It is a coincidential consequence
due to the length of the chosen molecule that we see an almost
perfect zero crossing for the transition moment of the Au
state at a photon energy corresponding to the core–valence
excitation. The initial orbital involved in these two near-
degenerate transitions is located on the two outermost carbons
(one at each end). Included are also the values for the π → π∗
valence excitation, where the polarization direction is along
the z-axis and the propagation is along either the x- or the
y-axis. The transition moment norms obtained within the ED
approximation are indicated by horizontal bars and excitation
frequencies by vertical bars. Again, due to the presence of
an inversion center, only the cosine term of the field–matter
interaction operator contributes to the transition moments of
the Au core and the valence excitations, whereas the sine term
is active only for the Bg core excitation. The BED corrections
to the former (Au symmetry) are therefore quadratic in k at
wavelengths large compared to the dimension of the transition,
while linear for the Bg excitation.
The BED corrections to the transition moments of the
Au and Bg core excitations, contributing to the 1s → π∗ band,
FIG. 7. BED transition moment norms [Eq. (48)], contributing to the refrac-
tive index at a given frequency, of (a) the lowest Au and Bg transitions in
the 1s→ π∗ band of C20H22, probed with an electromagnetic field polarized
along x and propagating along the long molecular axis, i.e., along the z-axis.
The wavelengths of the oscillatory behavior relate to the long and short
in-plane dimensions of the polyene. The green line is the sum of the norms
of the transition moments of the Au and Bg transitions. (b) The behavior of
the π→ π∗ transition as probed with a z-polarized field, propagating along
either the x- or y-axis. Horizontal lines mark the non-vanishing ED transition
moment norms (i.e., for transitions of ungerade symmetry), whereas vertical
lines indicate the excitation energies.
oscillate with a frequency (∼44 a.u.) that corresponds to a
wavelength (∼20 a0) of about half the dimension of the long
axis of the polyene (i.e., the distance between the origin and
an outermost carbon). With reference to the discussion in
Sec. V C, the spatial confinement of the 1s-orbital (estimated
to be r90% = 0.27 a.u. for carbon in view of Figure 4) reduces
the integration over the otherwise delocalized final π∗-orbital
to a compact, atomic contribution from, in this case, the
outermost carbons. Since the field variations over the extent of
a single 1s-orbital is small, the atomic contribution will be well
described within a local ED approximation, where the field
strength has been scaled according to the distance between the
two outermost atoms and the origin. However, the oscillating
behavior of the individual excitation in the degenerate pair is
removed when considering the sum of their transition moment
norms, which represents the summed contribution to the linear
response function from this degenerate pair of excited states.
Indeed, the BED correction at the resonance frequency is
negligible (0.5% for the core excitation), as expected from
the findings in Table III.
The π → π∗ transition is significantly more sensitive to
field variations, even across the short dimensions (x and y)
of the molecule, as can be anticipated from its delocalized
nature. The error in the squared transition moment introduced
by the ED approximation at the frequency matching the
core excitation, i.e., a contribution relevant for the real part
of the response function (y-propagation), amounts to ∼15%
(compared to 0.1% at the resonance frequency). At higher
frequencies, the transition moment approaches zero due to
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small contributions of opposite sign induced by the high-
frequency oscillations across the dimension of the transition.
To summarize, it is clear that BED effects on the overall
band profile in K-edge absorption spectra of the trans-polyene
series are very small, but, when individual state resolution
is reached, the picture becomes completely different and
the effects are dramatic. While the underlying members of
the degenerate (Au and Bg) pairs oscillate strongly with the
frequency, the cosine and sine behaviors are phase-shifted,
and the sum of the transition moment norms, which enters
the linear response function, is therefore only modestly
affected. Furthermore, despite that the delocalized valence
π → π∗ transition is more sensitive to field variations than
the core excitation, the magnitude of the BED corrections at
the resonance frequency of the core excitation is too small
with respect to the energy difference in the denominator
to appreciably contribute to the refractive index at that
frequency.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have implemented the full semi-classical field–matter
interaction operator in the complex polarization propagator
formulation of response theory to describe molecular systems
in the presence of weak, monochromatic, linearly polarized
electromagnetic fields. Our formulation is inherently gauge-
origin independent. The implementation has been applied to
study the significance of going beyond the electric-dipole
approximation in three critical cases represented by (i) X-
ray absorption of high-energy photons, (ii) electric-dipole-
forbidden transitions, and (iii) X-ray transitions in spatially
extended systems. We illustrate these aspects by numerical
results obtained for the alkaline earth metals as well as the
series of trans-polyenes.
From the analysis of K-edge transitions in the alkaline
earth metals, we find the kr measure to nicely exhibit the
expected linear dependence on the atomic number. This
includes also Ba and Ra, where relativistic effects have
been neglected. Extrapolating the linear dependence to the
maximum atomic number yields a kr90% value of ∼0.6, which
for pure 1s → np transitions corresponds to an estimated
maximum error of 20% upon restricting to the electric-dipole
approximation. Thus, our results suggest that (i) for electric-
dipole-allowed transitions, the electric-dipole term remains
the dominating contribution to the absorption cross section
throughout the periodic table and (ii) a few-terms operator
expansion captures the electric-dipole-forbidden transitions.
In other words, the contraction of the 1s-orbital, which follows
as the atomic number increases, is sufficiently strong (in terms
of prefactor) to damp the effect of the concomitant increase in
the photon energy across the periodic table.
The spatial extension of the final states of the K-edge
1s → π∗ band in the series of trans-polyenes is comparable
to the wavelength of the radiation field such that substantial
field variations occur across the dimension of the transition.
Indeed, for the individual excited states, the spatial field
variations drastically influence the norm of the transition
moments and any truncation of the exponential operator
seems hopeless. However, when considering concurrently
the degenerate electronic states, contributing to the K-
edge band (i.e., summing over phase-shifted contributions),
linear absorption is only modestly affected (0.5%) by the
infinite-order corrections, in line with the predictions based
on the group 2 elements. This is a consequence of the
localized nature of the initial state, which confines the
pertinent transition density to the compact core hole. X-ray
field variations become more pronounced when considering
delocalized transition densities, such as valence π → π∗
transitions; however, their impact on the physical absorption
and refractive index is quenched by a large energy difference in
the denominator of the sum-over-states property expressions.
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APPENDIX A: GAUGE-ORIGIN INVARIANCE
The individual transition moments, contained in the sum-
over-states expression in Eq. (23), depend on the gauge
origin. However, the residues of the linear response func-
tion (i.e., norm of the transition moment) are gauge-origin
invariant, as can be readily demonstrated by shifting the
gauge origin according to O + a. Writing only the numerator
explicitly yields
⟨0|Vˆ−ω(O + a)|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω(O + a)|0⟩
= ⟨0|eik·(r−a)(ϵ · pˆ)|n⟩⟨n|e−ik·(r−a)(ϵ · pˆ)|0⟩
= eik·(a−a)⟨0|eikr(ϵ · pˆ)|n⟩⟨n|e−ik·r(ϵ · pˆ)|0⟩
= ⟨0|Vˆ−ω(O)|n⟩⟨n|Vˆω(O)|0⟩. (A1)
Particularly, no exact-state conditions are invoked to prove the
gauge-invariance of the non-expanded velocity form of the
linear response function, and thus, it is equally valid in a finite
basis.
APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
INTEGRALS
The Cartesian generalized transition moment integrals are
evaluated following the McMurchie-Davidson scheme,67 in
which the product of two primitive Cartesian Gaussians (the
overlap distribution), needed for the evaluation of multiplica-
tive one-electron operators,68 is expanded in Hermite Gaussian
functions.
The Cartesian Gaussian functions are defined as
Gi jk(r,a,A) = xiAy jAzkAe−a(x
2
A
+y2
A
+z2
A
)
= Gxi (x,a, Ax)Gyj (y,a, Ay)Gzk(z,a, Az), (B1)
where the favorable separability property into the Cartesian
directions has been used in the second equality. The overlap
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distribution of Cartesian Gaussian functions can be written as
a single Gaussian function centered at P between A and B and
with exponent p = a + b. This allows us to expand the overlap
distributions in Hermite Gaussian functions as
ΩAB = Gi jk(r,a,A)Gi′j′k′(r,b,B)
=
i+i′
t=0
j+ j′
u=0
k+k′
v=0
Eii
′
t E
j j′
u Ekk
′
v Λtuv(r,p,P). (B2)
The Hermite Gaussians are defined as
Λtuv(r,p,P) =
(
∂
∂Px
) t (
∂
∂Py
)u (
∂
∂Pz
) v
e−pr
2
p (B3)
and
P =
aA + bB
a + b
, rp = r − P. (B4)
The expansion coefficients of the Hermite functions are
evaluated recursively according to
E000 = e
− ab
a+b
(A−B)2, (B5)
Ei+1, i
′
t =
1
2p
Eii
′
t−1 + XPAE
ii′
t + (t + 1)Eii′t+1, (B6)
Eii
′+1
t =
1
2p
Eii
′
t−1 + XPBE
ii′
t + (t + 1)Eii′t+1, (B7)
where XPA = Px − Ax. Similar expressions are obtained for
the y and z components. Note that the expansion coefficients
are independent of r and thus can be taken outside the integral
over the electronic coordinates.
For the purpose of the contributions to the integrals
over the Vˆω operator, which involves the linear mo-
mentum operator, we also define the differentiated overlap
distribution,
Ω˜xi j = G
x
i ∇xGxi′ = (i′GxiGxi′−1 − 2bGxiGxi′+1)
=
i+ j
t=0
(
Eii
′−1
t i
′ − 2bEii′+1t
)
Λt(x,p,Px)
=
i+ j
t=0
E˜ii
′
t Λt(x,p,Px), (B8)
which only differs from the overlap distribution in the
expansion coefficients.
The x, y , and z integral factors in the factorized form
of the field–matter interaction operator integrals contain
products of the (differentiated) overlap distribution and
cosm(kαα)sin1−m(kαα), m = 0,1. As exemplified by cosine,
we have the following for the undifferentiated factors: ∞
−∞
Ωxii′ cos(kxx)dx =
i+ j
t=0
Eii
′
t ∇tPx
 ∞
−∞
e−px
2
p cos(kxx)dx.
(B9)
By using the cosine (sine) of sum identity (here for x
= xp + Px)
cos(c ± d) = cos(c) cos(d) ∓ sin(c) sin(d), (B10)
sin(c ± d) = sin(c) cos(d) ± cos(c) sin(d), (B11)
the integral in Eq. (B9) can be rewritten according to
 ∞
−∞
e−px
2
p cos(kxx)dxp
= cos(kxPx)
 ∞
−∞
e−px
2
p cos(kxxp)dxp
− sin(kxPx)
 ∞
−∞
e−px
2
p sin(kxxp)dxp
= cos(kxPx)
(
π
p
) 1
2
e−k
2
x/4p, (B12)
where the sine integral vanishes due to the integrand being an
odd function of xp. Substituting this into Eq. (B9) yields ∞
−∞
Ωxii′ cos(kxx)dx =
(
π
p
) 1
2
e−k
2
x/4p
i+ j
t=0
Eii
′
t ∇tPx cos(kxPx),
(B13)
where the nth order derivatives of cosine and sine are given as
∇nx cos(ax + b) =

(−1)kan cos(ax + b), n = 2k
(−1)k+1an sin(ax + b), n = 2k + 1
(B14)
and
∇nx sin(ax + b) =

(−1)kan sin(ax + b), n = 2k
(−1)kan cos(ax + b), n = 2k + 1 ,
(B15)
respectively. The differentiated factors can now be determined
by replacing the overlap distribution with the differentiated
version to give ∞
−∞
Ω˜xii′ cos(kxx)dx =
(
π
p
) 1
2
e−k
2
x/4p
×
i+ j
t=0
E˜ii
′
t ∇tPx cos(kxPx). (B16)
With the (differentiated) overlap distributions at hand,
Eq. (B16) gives a recipe for the evaluation of the Cartesian
factors, contributing to a given integral of the field–matter
interaction operator.
The field–matter interaction operator mixes all symme-
tries. Therefore, to exploit the Abelian symmetry handling
available in the DALTON program, the 24 real and imaginary
contributions, obtained by combining each term in Eqs. (44)
and (45), respectively, with the three components of the linear
momentum operator, are collected according to irreducible
representation and treated separately. The contributions to the
linear response function from the irreducible representations
are re-combined upon evaluation of the total linear response
function.
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